Farrier Tools

Across
4. A sharp tool, designed to remove dead sole from a hoof before shoeing
6. This tool is used to make nail holes in shoes
7. These are used for trimming the horse's hoof
10. This tool is used to hold onto shoes when they are red-hot
13. Protects the farrier's legs, is usually made of leather
14. Heats shoes red-hot so they can be easily shaped by the farrier

Down
1. Used for cleaning out a horse's hooves
2. This tool is used to fold over the nail to make sure the horse shoe stays on the hoof
3. This tool is like a nail file for horse's hooves
5. This is the main tool used for shaping horse shoes
8. Tool used to remove old shoes
9. A tool used to support the horse's foot while the farrier works
11. Special tool used to check the angle of the horse's foot
12. Farriers will have different types of this tool for different uses. These uses include shaping shoes and driving nails.